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The Titanic [Scholastic] Bob Temple 2010-01-01
YOU are aboard the Titanic,
the world's largest ocean liner.
The ship is sinking, and the
ocean water is freezing. Will

you survive?
Escape This Book! Titanic - Bill
Doyle 2019-03-19
Activity book meets adventure
in this series that is Choose
Your Own Adventure meets I
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Survived meets doodle book!
Doodle, decide, and demolish
your way out of history's
greatest events! Reader,
beware! Once you open this
book, there is no turning back.
You will have three chances to
survive the Titanic's fateful
voyage. Decide which path to
take first. Passenger: Exploring
the ship is fun! Just don't get
caught on the wrong deck
when there's an iceberg ahead!
Crew Member: You work for a
family in first class. Can you
persuade them to save you
along with their beloved dog?
Stowaway: You snuck onto this
ship. Can you draw your way
onto a lifeboat? In the Escape
This Book! series, YOU are the
star of history! Doodle your
way through adventures as you
decide the best path for
survival. Don't be afraid to rip
or fold a page. . . . Your escape
may depend on it!
World War I - Gwenyth Swain
2012
Describes World War I, using
the reader's choices to reveal
historical details from the
perspectives of a Belgian
resistance fighter, a British

soldier, and an American Field
Service volunteer.
The Epic Adventures of
Odysseus - Blake Hoena
2016-08
"Interactive adventures about
the mythical Greek hero
Odysseus in You Choose
format"-Could You Escape the Tower of
London? - Blake Hoena
2019-08
Your survival depends on
making the right choices at key
moments when you are eager
to escape from the Tower of
London.
Ellis Island - Michael Burgan
2013
Describes the experiences of
immigrants who left their
homes in the early 1900s and
came to the United States
through Ellis Island, in a book
where the reader's choices
reveal the historical details
from three different
perspectives.
World War II Pilots - Michael
Burgan 2013
"Describes the role pilots
played during World War II.
Readers' choices reveal various
historical details"--Provided by
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publisher.
Westward Expansion - Allison
Lassieur 2016-08
"3 story paths, 47 choices, 19
endings"--Cover.
The Harlem Renaissance Allison Lassieur 2013-07
Describes the events of the
Harlem Renaissance and
explains its impact on arts and
culture, in a book where the
reader's choices reveal the
historical details from three
different perspectives.
The Titanic - Bob Temple
2016-03-20
"3 story paths, 35 choices, 15
endings"--Cover.
You Choose: World War II
on the Home Front - Martin
William Gitlin
It's December 1941. The
United States has just entered
World War II. How will you
help your country fight for its
freedom? Will you: Help keep
the country's economy going as
a young mother in the work
force? Try to fit into society as
a wounded African American
veteran? Help end prejudice
against Japanese citizens as a
12 year old California boy?
Terror on the Titanic - Jim

Wallace 1997
Readers are placed in the
character of a passenger
aboard the Titanic on the night
of its fatal sinking and are
challenged to survive by
making choices that result in
dozens of possible endings.
You Choose: The Race to the
Moon - Allison Louise Lassieur
It's the 1950s and 1960s, and
the United States and Soviet
Union are in a race to be the
first to reach the moon. Will
you: Participate in the space
race as a young scientist
working on early rocket
technology? Experience the
space race as a reporter
following space firsts in both
the Soviet Union and the
United States? Work as a
member of Mission Control
during the 1969 moon landing?
Everything in this book
happened to real people. And
YOU CHOOSE what you do
next. The choices you make
could lead you to opportunity,
to glory, to shattered dreams,
or even to death.
You Choose: Can You Survive
the Desert? - Matthew John
Doeden
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The burning sun beats down on
your skin. Endless hills of sand
surround you. You are trying to
survive in one of the most
dangerous areas in the world
the desert. Will you: Struggle
to find help in Africa's Sahara
Desert after an airplane crash?
Attempt to get out of the
Sonoran Desert in Mexico after
a disastrous hike? Fight for life
in Asia's Gobi Desert after your
dirt bike breaks down?
Can You Survive a
Supervolcano Eruption? - Blake
Hoena 2016-01-01
On a class trip to Yellowstone
National Park, the reader's
choices determine if survival is
possible after a massive
volcano erupts.
The Civil War - Matt Doeden
2016-03-20
"3 story paths, 47 choices, 20
endings"--Cover.
Can You Survive an Asteroid
Strike? - Matthew John
Doeden 2016-02-01
A huge rock hurdles through
space on a collision course with
Earth. It's enormous, as big as
the one that wiped out the
dinosaurs. You've got a little
more than a day to get to

safety. Where will you go? Who
will you helpÜand who will
help you? Can you survive the
greatest disaster that the
human race has ever known?
Can You Survive an
Earthquake? - Rachael Hanel
2013
"Describes the fight for
survival during a major
earthquake"--Provided by
publisher.
At the Battle of Antietam Matt Doeden 2018-02-01
This book explores various
perspectives surrounding the
Battle of Antietam in the Civil
War. Readers are immersed in
the action as their choices
guide the narrative.
Could You Escape Alcatraz? Eric Mark Braun 2019
Cast as a prisoner in the
infamous Alcatraz Penitentiary,
the reader's choices determine
if escape is possible.
The Child Labor Reform
Movement - Steven Otfinoski
2013-07
"Describes the history of child
labor and reform from three
different perspectives"-Provided by publisher.
Could You Escape the Paris
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Catacombs? - Matt Doeden
2019-08
Your survival depends on
making the right choices at key
moments when you are lost in
the catacombs of Paris.
Spies of the American
Revolution - Elizabeth Raum
2015-08-01
Everyone has a secret. But in
the war between the colonies
and the king, keeping a secret
is a dangerous thing. The first
American spies belonged to
secret societies and rebel
organizations. The British
collect information against
these spies. Tension is
mounting. Will you: *Spy on the
British in Boston at the start of
the war? *Gather information
about George Washington for
the British? *Balance the
dangerous life of a double
agent? You Choose offers
multiple perspectives on
history, supporting Common
Core reading standards and
providing readers a front-row
seat to the past.
You Choose: The Salem Witch
Trials - Matthew John Doeden
The colony of Massachusetts in
1692 was a harsh place.

Disease, hunger, and the threat
of war made life stressful.
Colonists clung to their
religious faith and looked for
someone to blame. Some
accused their fellow colonists
of causing the troubles through
the practice of witchcraft. The
hysteria spread until no one
was safe. Will you: Attempt to
defend yourself against
charges of witchcraft? Try to
keep your family together as
your mother is put on trial?
Accuse someone else of being a
witch?
Hades and the Underworld Blake Hoena 2017-01-01
The Underworld is the land of
the dead and ruled by the
powerful god Hades. It is not a
place where the living are
welcome, but thatÕs where you
must go. You will need to cross
the River Styx and face the
three-head dog Cerberus. But
once you are there and reach
your goal, will you be able to
find your way back to the living
or be trapped forever? Fullpage illustrations, interactive
stories, and multiple endings
transport you back to ancient
Greece and into deep dark
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depths of the Underworld.
Exploring the New World Melody Herr 2016-07-15
"5 story paths, 43 choices, 18
endings"--Cover."
The Oregon Trail - Matt
Doeden 2013-07
"Describes the journey on the
Oregon Trail from three
different historical
perspectives"--Provided by
publisher.
The Battle of Bunker Hill Michael Burgan 2016-03-20
"3 story paths, 37 choices, 14
endings"--Cover.
World War II Infantrymen Steven Otfinoski 2013
"Describes the role
infantryman played during
World War II. Readers' choices
reveal various historical
details"--Provided by publisher.
The Queen Mary - Matt
Doeden 2016-08
"A You Choose adventure that
takes place aboard the haunted
ship, the Queen Mary"-Can You Survive the Titanic? Allison Lassieur 2012
"Describes the fight for
survival during the sinking of
the ship Titanic"--Provided by
publisher.

You Choose: War in
Afghanistan - Matthew John
Doeden
The war in Afghanistan is the
longest war the United States
has ever fought. It's a tough
war against a loosely organized
and unpredictable enemy. How
will you defend your country?
Will you: Serve on an Army
Ranger rescue team during the
Battle of Takur Ghar? Protect a
supply convoy as a member of
the National Guard? Fight as a
Marine aiding the Army Special
Forces during Operation
Moshtarak? Everything in this
book happened to real people.
And YOU CHOOSE what you do
next. The choices you make
could lead you to survival or to
death.
You Choose: Can You
Survive Storm Chasing? Elizabeth Raum 2012
You're a meteorology student
fascinated by storms. But
Mother Nature can be
unpredictable. Situations can
quickly turn deadly when
extreme weather is involved.
What do you do when, You're in
a van full of people and a
tornado suddenly appears to be
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headed right for you? A
hurricane gains strength along
the Florida coast but you're
unable to convince people to
leave their homes? A flash
flood suddenly strikes, putting
you and your friends and family
in mortal danger? Experience
the life or death dilemmas that
face storm chasers. YOU
CHOOSE what you'll do next.
The choices you make will
either lead you to safety or to
doom.
Life as a Viking - Allison
Lassieur 2010-07
"Describes the lives of Viking
warriors. The readers' choices
reveal the historical details of
raiding the Lindisfarne
monastery, invading England,
and fighting at the Battle of
Stamford Bridge"--Provided by
publisher.
At the Battle of Yorktown Eric Braun 2018-01-01
This book explores various
perspectives surrounding the
Battle of Yorktown in the
Revolutionary War. Readers
are immersed in the action as
their choices guide the
narrative.
You Choose: The Sinking of

the Lusitania - Steven
Anthony Otfinoski
It's 1915 and the Lusitania is
set to sail from New York on its
202nd Atlantic crossing. But
this will be a dangerous trip, as
German U-boats lurk beneath
the surface. Will you:
Experience the journey as an
American boy traveling in
second class to England with
his family? Travel first class as
a young woman on her
honeymoon? Work as an
American sailor hired to serve
on the ship? Everything in this
book happened to real people.
And YOU CHOOSE what you do
next. The choices you make
could lead you to opportunity,
to adventure, or even to death.
The California Gold Rush Elizabeth Raum 2016-07-15
"2 story paths, 54 choices, 14
endings"--Cover.
The Wild West - Allison
Lassieur 2009
"Describes the people and
events of the age of the Wild
West in the year 1876. The
reader's choices reveal the
historical details from the
perspective of an outlaw, a
lawman, and a fortune-seeker
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in Deadwood, Dakota
Territory"--Provided by
publisher.
The Civil Rights Movement Heather Adamson 2016-08
It is the late 1950s, and African
Americans don't enjoy the
same rights promised to other
Americans, especially in the
South. Many African Americans
decide to work for change. Will
you: Participate in the
desegregation of Central High
School in Little Rock,
Arkansas? OR . . . Help
desegregate bus lines as a
Freedom Rider? OR . . . Get
involved in the Project C

protests in Birmingham,
Alabama? Everything in this
book happened to real people.
And YOU CHOOSE what you do
next. The choices you make
could lead you to equal rights
or to violence and even death.
Life as a Ninja - Matt Doeden
2010-01-01
The life of a warrior is full of
danger, decision-making, and
glory. Now in our bestselling
YOU CHOOSE format, readers
can live it. Each choice could
lead to fame, riches... or death.
With YOU CHOOSE, the reader
decides!
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